Glarus overthrust: A major pathway for the escape of fluids out of the Alpine orogen
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ABSTRACT
Thrust-related fluid flow coupled with isotopic exchange between fluid and rock is simulated in a three-dimensional finite-element model of the Glarus nappe, eastern Swiss Alps. Numerical simulations are matched against well-established oxygen isotope gradients on the kilometer scale along the thrust. At internal southern locations, strongly channelized thrust-parallel fluid flow requires a high permeability contrast of >100:1 between the mylonite zone and country rocks and a high hydraulic head in the hinterland and footwall. In contrast, isotopic patterns provided strong constraints on the various parameters that governed fluid flow.
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INTRODUCTION
The Glarus thrust of the eastern Swiss Alps (Fig. 1A) is an extremely sharp and well-defined thrust contact (Schmid, 1975). Given strongly contrasted oxygen isotope compositions in footwall and hanging-wall rocks (Burkhard et al., 1992), this structure is particularly well suited for the study of syn-deformation interactions between fluid and rock. Despite abundant evidence for an intimate relationship between faulting and fluid advection (McCaig, 1989; Kirschner et al., 1999), documentation and quantification of fluid flow remain difficult tasks (McCaig et al., 1995). Transport theory (Bickle and McKenzie, 1987; Baumgartner and Rumble, 1988; Baker and Spiegelman, 1995) predicts the displacement of a sharp isotope front in a rock system by advective fluid transport in the direction of flow and broadening of the front by diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion. Distension of sharp fronts also occurs if the rate of fluid-rock reaction is slow compared to fluid-infiltration velocities (Lassey and Blattner, 1988; Bowman et al., 1994; Ahart and Pozzorini, 2000). Inversely, the position and shape of an observed isotope front provide information about the direction of fluid flow, time-integrated fluid fluxes, the mechanism of fluid transport, and the provenance of infiltrating fluids.

Stable isotope systematics of the Glarus thrust and surrounding rock masses have been established in great detail (Badertscher, 2001). A regional-scale gradient of northward-decreasing 18O depletion is well defined by more than 800 isotopic measurements covering a 15 × 20 km area of thrust surface (Fig. 1B). Sharp asymmetric vertical gradients on the meter scale are very well documented for many locations along the thrust (Fig. 1, C and D). These data provide strong evidence for highly channelized fluid flow along the thrust in the south and vertical upward flow across the thrust in the north.

Here we present the application of a three-dimensional finite-element model of fluid flow coupled with the advective-dispersive transport of oxygen isotopes and associated exchange between fluids and rock matrix. Numerical simulations are designed to reproduce patterns of 18O depletion observed along and across the Glarus thrust. Matching the results of such simulations with observed oxygen isotope patterns provides strong constraints on the various parameters that governed fluid flow.

GLARUS OVERTHRUST
During Oligocene–Miocene continent-continent collision, passive-margin sediments of the southern European shelf were involved in deformation to form the Helvetic foreland fold-and-thrust belt. In the Glarus Alps (Fig. 1), Permian Verrucano red beds (δ18O = 10‰) were thrust northward over Mesozoic carbonates (δ18O = 25‰) and Tertiary flysch series (δ18O = 19‰). The thrust fault is continuously lined by an enigmatic 1–5-m-thick layer of Lochseitenkalk mylonite (Schmid, 1975). Metamorphism ranges from anchizone in the north and in the footwall flysch to lower greenschist facies in the south and in the Verrucano hanging wall (Rahn et al., 1995) as the result of post-peak metamorphic thrusting between 25 and 20 Ma (Hunziker et al., 1986).

OXYGEN ISOPLETHS ALONG THE THRUST PLANE
Lochseitenkalk δ18O (calcite) values are massively depleted with respect to the presumed Helvetic carbonate protolith of ~25‰ (Burkhard et al., 1992). Several generations of veins in different states of ductile overprinting provide a strong argument for the infiltration of fluids contemporaneous with thrusting (Badertscher and Burkhard, 2000). Smooth regional trends in mean Lochseitenkalk δ18O have been established (Fig. 1B): a steep northward increase in δ18O from 11‰ to 19‰ over ~4 km exists in the southern part, where Verrucano is thrust over carbonates; farther north, above flysch, Lochseitenkalk δ18O values are level at ~19‰ (Badertscher, 2001). The asymmetric south-north gradient has been interpreted as an isotope-exchange front that is due to the advection of 18O-depleted fluids expelled along the thrust fault (Burkhard et al., 1992; Bowman et al., 1994). Potential fluid sources are evolved formation brines and metamorphic waters with an estimated δ18O composition of 4‰–7‰, in equilibrium with basement rocks (Marquer and Burkhard, 1992). Vertical δ18O profiles across the thrust suggest that there has been an important component of flow from the footwall flysch upward across the Lochseitenkalk into the Verrucano hanging wall in northern parts of the thrust (Fig. 1C). Here the dominant fluids (δ18O = 13‰–15‰, temperature, T = 300 °C) must have been derived from compaction and dewatering of flysch series (calcite δ18O = 19‰).

SIMULATION OF FLUID FLOW COUPLED WITH ISOTOPIC EXCHANGE
Fluid flow is modeled by using the three-dimensional finite-element model, developed by Therrien and Sudicky (1996), that simulates Darcy flow and advective-dispersive transport coupled with isotopic exchange between fluids and rock matrix. The rock matrix is...
discretized in three dimensions with the inclusion of two-dimensional planes of high permeability to represent fault zones (Beaudoin and Therrien, 1999). Kinetic oxygen isotope exchange between fluid and calcite is computed at each time step by using a first-order reaction-rate law. The Glarus thrust evolved at temperatures estimated as 260–330 °C (Burkhard et al., 1992; Rahn et al., 1995). An updip 70 °C temperature gradient could account for a downstream, down-temperature isotopic shift of no more than 2‰ in δ18O calcite, insufficient to explain the large isotopic shifts of >10‰ observed. Isothermal conditions are assumed for simplicity.

The domain considered for the numerical simulation has horizontal dimensions of 21 km east to west, 18 km north to south, and a vertical thickness of 2 km (Fig. 2A). Lithological units are discretized by using three-dimensional rectangular prisms with horizontal dimensions of 250 m × 250 m. The vertical dimension of prisms is 250 m except in the vicinity of the thrust fault, where we used a layer of 10 cells of 1 m vertical dimension above and below the discrete thrust fault. Another 24 cells with 10 m vertical dimension populate the first 250 m both in the footwall and hanging wall adjacent to the thrust. This model configuration is dictated by the observed oxygen isotope profiles that require high resolution on the meter to 10 m scale close to the thrust contact. The configuration of lithological units in three-dimensions is shown in Figure 2A; material properties are listed in Table 1. Hydraulic conductivities were chosen by trial and error in order to match observed oxygen isotope gradients. Best-fit values range from 0.01 to 6 m/yr, corresponding to permeabilities of 10–14 to 10–17 m², typical for upper crustal rocks (Manning and Ingebritsen, 1999). Anisotropy in the hydraulic conductivity of each lithology has been assigned according to the predominant orientations of foliations. The Lochseitenkalk is modeled as a 2-m-thick high-permeability plane, with a horizontal hydraulic conductivity greater than the vertical to account for structural anisotropy (Schmid, 1975; Badertscher, 2001).

For each simulation, steady-state fluid flow is first computed. From this flow solution, we derived fluid velocities that are subsequently used for the transient simulation of advective-dispersive transport and isotopic exchange. Fluids initially present in each unit are in isotopic equilibrium with the surrounding rock (Fig. 2A). We used a Δ18Owater-calcite of 5.07‰ at 300 °C (O’Neil et al., 1969). During a typical model run lasting 500 k.y., rocks within each cell equilibrate with the incoming fluid at a fast reaction rate of 10–4 yr–1. Mass-balance considerations are used to calculate the evolution of the isotopic composition of all rock cells and fluids with time. Resulting patterns of isotopic composition are illustrated by using a color code (Fig. 2).

Four representative simulations are shown in Figure 2 (B–F). A more complete set of 15 additional simulations is available. Boundary conditions for the fluid-flow simulations consist of prescribed hydraulic heads at inflow boundaries, a lower hydraulic head equal to 0 m at outflow boundaries, and impermeable boundaries elsewhere (Fig. 2, B–F). For the transport simulations, the isotopic composition of fluids is imposed at inflow boundaries, and a zero-dispersive flux is assigned at outflow boundaries. Two types of incoming fluids are distinguished. At the southern inflow boundary (blue arrows in Fig. 2, B–F), a basement-derived fluid X has a δ18O of 4.5‰. A flysch-derived fluid Y with an initial δ18O of 14‰ is infiltrating at the bottom in the northern part of the model domain (green arrows in Fig. 2, B–F). In a first simulation (Fig. 2B), a hydraulic head of 1500 m is specified for fluid X, while a lesser head of 500 m is specified for fluid Y. Outflow boundaries are specified at the northern end of the Lochseitenkalk and overlying Verrucano. For a comparison of model results with observations (Fig. 1), the model domain has been cut open along the thrust surface, at 1 km vertical depth (Fig. 2B). Our first model reproduces a steep gradient in δ18O values in the south, similar to the observed trend. Farther north, however, this first simulation produces values that are too depleted in 18O with respect to observations. This depletion results from downward advection of fluids from the Verrucano into the thrust zone and underlying flysch. An influence of upward flow of fluid Y is seen only in the northernmost part of the model, where it yields high values (19‰) for the Lochseitenkalk. We conclude that flow boundary conditions and/or hydraulic heads are inadequate to reproduce the observed oxygen isopleths along the thrust (Fig. 1B). In particular, the specified head of 500 m at the base of the flysch is clearly too small to force a sufficient upward flow against the hydraulic head of 1500 m imposed for thrust-parallel flow at the rear.

In a second simulation (Fig. 2C), we tried to force an upward flow...
in the northern part of the model by adding a planar drain (head = 0 m) at the top boundary from 6 to 18 km north. As expected, this second simulation yields identical isopleths in the southern half of the model (Fig. 2C). Farther north, however, simulation 2 successfully forces an upward flow across the thrust, leading to uniform δ18O values in the Lochseitenkalk above flysch. This depletion is too small, however, and we conclude that the upward-flow component is still too weak in comparison with the thrust-parallel flow.

In a third simulation (Fig. 2D), the hydraulic head of fluid $X$ is reduced to 500 m. The inflow boundary for fluid $Y$ remains unchanged. Outflow boundaries are similar to those in the previous simulation (Fig. 2C), but the drain at the top is slightly reduced in size, now located between 10 and 18 km north. This third simulation produces δ18O values that are generally too high and no marked gradient in the south, apparently because fluid $X$ equilibrates with the underlying carbonates by advection and/or dispersion. Farther north, Lochseitenkalk displays increasingly higher δ18O values up to 18‰, reflecting a northward-increasing influence of fluid $Y$.

The simulation that best reproduces the observed δ18O isopleths is shown in Figure 2E. The hydraulic head of fluid $X$ is fixed at 1200 m; fluid $Y$ at the base is set to 900 m. Planar fluid drains are located at the north wall and top of the domain. The resulting hydraulic-head distribution for this last simulation, shown in Figure 2E, indicates thrust-parallel flow in the south and upward flow in the north. This flow pattern successfully leads to oxygen isotope isopleths similar to the observed trends (Fig. 1B).

In addition to changing the configuration of sources and drains, we have also varied porosities, reaction rates, and hydraulic conductivities in order to test their influence on the resulting δ18O isopleths. These parameters have a strong influence on the time needed to reach a certain amount of isotopic depletion and advance of isotopic fronts. The general patterns of oxygen isopleths, however, are not sensibly affected. Thrusting and associated fluid flow at Glarus probably was active longer than the 500 m.y. model time used in our simulations. We possibly accelerated our simulations by assuming slightly too high reaction rates, porosities, and/or hydraulic conductivities. Different values of permeability have also been tested for each lithology. In order to develop an isotopic front in the south, the permeability of Lochseitenkalk mylonites has to be at least 100 times higher than that of the overlying Verrucano.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

Simulations presented here provide new evidence for fault-parallel fluid flow along southern parts of the Glarus thrust. Observed patterns of isotopic depletion within the calc-mylonites lining this major thrust fault can only be simulated by strongly channelized flow along a high-permeability conduit. Steep gradients in vertical isotope profiles across the thrust (Fig. 1, C and D) are due to dispersion and minor cross-thrust advection. Such a flow regime has been assumed before in order to calculate time-integrated fluid fluxes in one dimension from the shape of the isotopic front observed in a north-south direction (Bowman et al., 1994). Our three-dimensional flow and isotope-exchange simulations confirm this scenario and provide additional constraints on fluid-flow parameters. One of the most important findings is the high contrast in hydraulic conductivities between the thrust fault and adjacent footwall and hanging-wall rocks. Ratios of $>100:1$ are needed in order to ensure strong fluid channeling along the thrust and to prevent dilution by vertical infiltrations from or to the hanging wall and footwall. An additional condition necessary for the development of the observed isotopic fronts is an important fluid source in the hinterland and/or footwall of the thrust system. This fluid source $X$ is also needed to develop and maintain a high hydraulic head over a time span longer than 500 k.y. The most likely fluid sources are highly evolved formation brines and metamorphic waters expelled from European basement, which was subducted to, squeezed, and metamorphosed at mid-crustal levels below the advancing alpine thrust wedge (Marquer and Burkhard, 1992). Farther north, the origin of fluid source $Y$ is more easily located within a thick section of flysch in the footwall of the Glarus thrust.
Compaction and prograde metamorphism of these clay-rich sedimentary rocks provide ample potential for large fluid quantities to be expelled. A thick zone of isotopic alteration extending – 10 m upward into the Verrucano hanging wall requires a massive upward component of fluid flow in northern parts of the Glarus thrust (Badertscher, 2001). Our fluid-flow and isotopic exchange simulations only succeed in creating such isopleth patterns with the introduction of a sizable drain in the north. To explain the marked change between south and north, we propose a situation in which the Glarus thrust evolved across the impermeable cap of the advancing alpine thrust wedge. This hypothesis is compatible with the high hydraulic head differences required in our simulations. Fluid sources located in the south and in the footwall are expected to be within the lithostatically pressured fluid regime, whereas drains at the top and in the north are thought to be in the hydrostatic regime. Complex interactions between ongoing thrusting deformation and strong, transitory fluctuations in the local fluid pressure are expected in this situation. At this stage, our “steady-state,” large-scale fluid-flow simulations are incapable of taking such details and fluctuations into account. Structural and microstructural observations of multiple generations of veins and their ductile overprint within the Lochseitenkalk mylonites provide strong evidence for the alternate activity of ductile and brittle deformations. The latter were most likely triggered by the repeated buildup of high fluid pressures within the fault zone (Badertscher and Burkhard, 2000) in some sort of seismogenic-pumping behavior (Sibson, 1990). Similar observations have been made at the McConnell thrust of the Canadian Rockies, the Hunter Valley thrust of the Appalachians (Kennedy and Logan, 1998), and the Gavarnie thrust of the Pyrenees (McCaig et al., 1995). The situation of these so-called continental thrust faults bears some resemblance to that of their so-called oceanic counterparts, such as Barbados or Nankai, where in situ observations of the fluid-flow behavior could be made (Henry, 2000).

Saffer and Bekins (1999) proposed a predominance of channelized fluid flow along thrust faults in deeper parts of accretionary wedges and a more diffuse fluid seepage at shallower depths. The transition between these two fluid regimes seems to coincide with the brittle-to-ductile boundary, and rapid upward escape of deep-seated fluids is strongly related to seismic activity (Saffer and Bekins, 1999). Detailed geochemical and microstructural observations and increasingly sophisticated geochemical modeling in one-dimensional and new three-dimensional fluid-flow and geochemical exchange simulations, as presented here, provide a strong set of arguments for a similar scenario in the fossil Glarus thrust of the eastern Swiss Alps. We propose that this thrust owes its extreme strain localization to an intimate relationship between deformation and fluid flow along the thrust.
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